As part of an ongoing investigation into real-world copying and drawing, I recorded the eye-hand drawing strategies of 16 subjects with drawing experiences ranging from expert to novice while they copied a line drawing of a standing nude. The experts produced accurate copies whereas all the beginners produced marked inaccuracies of overall scaling, proportion and shape. Analysis of eye and hand movements showed that the experts alone segmented the original drawing into simple line sections that were copied one at a time using a direct eye-hand strategy not requiring intermediary encoding to visual memory. The results suggest that segmentation into simple lines defines the task-specific process of accurate copying, and that this process is restricted to experts, i.e. acquired through training and practice. Additional preliminary tests also suggest that a similar process may apply to drawing a model from life.
Introduction
Drawing from life is translating a visual element of the external world into lines on a two-dimensional surface -usually paper or canvas. The cognitive task encompasses two aspects: selecting what lines should be drawn, followed by drawing the selected lines. Selecting involves a subjective decision by the artist, and is therefore not suitable for evaluation in terms of drawing accuracy. Copying, which is defined as drawing from life when the visual element is itself a two-dimensional group of lines, involves simply the reproduction of given lines. In this case, accuracy can be assessed objectively by comparing the lines of the original to those of the copy. Perfect accuracy is when both their shapes and spatial positions match exactly. Learning how to copy accurately is a first step in learning the skill of drawing from life.
One of the most common real-world settings for drawing and copying is when the artist is seated at the apex of a horizontal triangle, facing on one side the object or person to be drawn (the ''original") and, on the other side, the paper or canvas (the ''copy"). With such a ''general setting", the artist's gaze alternates periodically from the original, where information is gathered, to the copy, where it is executed as drawing. Complex interactions of eye, head and hand movements punctuate this vision-to-motor transformation around which the cognitive process is structured. Not much is known about the process itself which, until now, was assumed to be invariably based on an 'encoding to visual memory' phase while the artist faced the model, and a 'retrieval from memory and execution' phase while the artist faced the paper (McMahon, 2002; Miall & Tchalenko, 2001; Phillips, Hobbs, & Pratt, 1978; Walker et al., 2006) . Recently, however, an eye tracker investigation has suggested that this may not always be the case. Three instances were examined where subjects copied complex line drawings in situations where the number of eye-hand interaction possibilities were restricted by the experimenters ). In Blind copying, the copy was hidden from view, thus denying visual guidance of the hand during drawing. The result was a drawing where shape was accurate but spatial positioning was deficient. In Memory copying, the original was hidden from view after a period of memorization, thus denying ongoing access of information from the original. The result was average accuracy for both shape and spatial positioning. Finally, in Direct copying, the original and copy were placed side by side, thus minimizing head rotation when gaze was being transferred from the one to the other. In this case, shape and position accuracy were highest. With these results a Drawing Hypotheses could be formulated stating that the drawing of accurate shape was the result of a visuomotor mapping that could be executed directly while perceiving only the original, whereas accurate spatial positioning on the paper also required vision of the drawing surface. In this interpretation, fixations were directed to the paper just in time to guide the hand, with little or no intervention of visual working memory, in the manner first postulated for block-moving tasks by Ballard et al. Ballard, Hayhoe, and Peltz (1995) . Functional brain imaging tests confirmed the eye tracker results by showing that both Blind and Memory cases were consistent with visuomotor mapping taking place during encoding and unlikely to rely on retention and recall of a mental visual image during execution (Miall, Gowen, & Tchalenko, 2009 ). The question to be examined in the present study is whether the Drawing Hypotheses may equally apply to copying and drawing from life in the general setting.
To address this question I decided to investigate copying strategy and accuracy amongst a group of Bachelor of Arts Drawing 
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Vision Research j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w . e l s e v i e r . c o m / l o c a t e / v i s r e s students and full-time artists that I had previously tested in drawing single straight or uniformly curved lines, i.e. ''simple lines", to verbal instruction (Tchalenko, 2007) . In these past tests I observed that the artists could not be distinguished from the students, either on the basis of eye-hand strategy or accuracy. At the end of the series, subjects were asked to copy a line drawing of a nude seen from the back, but the results were set aside as seeming too complex for analyses. Since then, further investigations, in particular the copying tests ) provided a methodology for re-examining these line drawings. It was observed that students and artists copied very differently: the artists, who were very accurate, used an eye-hand strategy based on segmentation of the original drawing into simple lines. In contrast, the students, regardless of previous drawing experience, produced noticeable inaccuracies and only very occasionally segmented the original into simple lines. The present study describes the segmentation process and suggests that it forms part of a fundamental eye-hand strategy leading to accuracy in copying and drawing.
Experimental procedure and definitions
The original selected for copying was the pen and ink sketch Standing Female Nude, One Hand on Hip drawn by Henri GaudierBrzesca in 1913 (Tate Collection T00847Ó Tate, London 2008). The drawing is in long simple lines representing essentially feature contours without shading or toning, the impression of volume being conveyed by the way the lines circumscribe individual areas. The model is looking over her left shoulder with a movement imparting dynamic quality to an otherwise relaxed and completely natural stance (Fig. 2, left ).
16 Subjects were tested: 4 professional artists referred to as ''experts" and 10 Bachelor of Arts Drawing students and 2 non-students, the 12 subjects being referred to as ''beginners". 3 of the artists, 9 of the students and 1 non-student were from the group previously tested in simple line exercises (Tchalenko, 2007) . The experts SF (45 years) and SS (40 years) whose drawings will be described in detail, are full-time professional painters of international reputation who consider drawing as fundamental to their work. They have no connection with the institution from which the 10 Bachelor of Arts Drawing students were selected. The students (average age 25 years) were in their 1st term and had just completed 2 weeks of life-drawing class. 6 had been drawing quite regularly since childhood, albeit mostly not from life, while the other 4 students and the 2 non-students had done very little drawing or none at all since early childhood. The life-drawing class, as so many in Britain today, emphasized ''self-expression" over drawing skills including accuracy in copying.
The eye-tracker apparatus used was the head-mounted ASL 501 (Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA) running at 50 Hz. Head position was monitored with an Ascension Flock of Birds magnetic tracker, the integrated system providing accuracies better than 1°degree. The scene in front of the subject was video-recorded with a separate scene camera operating at 25 frames/s on a fixed tripod situated about 40 cm to the left of the subject's head. The fixed camera position facilitated comparison between subjects. The video recording provided a filmed image of the drawing hand with superposed gaze position. During the analysis stage, this image could be examined frame by frame in conjunction with the corresponding eye data supplied by the eye tracker. Most importantly, this system allowed the visual record of a test to be examined and analysed further at a later stage. A fixation was identified when the point of gaze remained continuously within a small area covered by 1°visual angle for a minimum of 60 ms.
The present investigation aimed to learn more about how people draw naturally. Consequently, eye tracker procedures avoided movement restriction devices such as chin-rests and forehead supports, or instructions which imposed a certain way of drawing instead of a natural behaviour. Testing procedures were planned to record a subject's spontaneous response on hearing for the first time the experimenter's instructions formulated in the simplest possible terms. Repetition of drawing actions for purely experimental purposes was excluded as artificial and potentially leading to skill-learning effects. Subjects were made to understand that they should draw as carefully and accurately as possible. They were shown an example of what was meant by accuracy with a uniform curve that contained a slight 'bump' near its centre, and told that such anomalies, however small, should be reproduced. Subjects were seated about 50 cm away from a vertical easel on which was mounted an A2 sheet of paper. At this distance, 1 angular degree covers an area of just under 1 cm diameter. Subjects were given a charcoal or soft-lead pencil of the type they would normally use in drawing and requiring a more positive marking action than an ink, or felt-tip, pen. Subjects were not asked to fixate a particular starting point. Instead, the eye-tracker system and scene-camera image and sound recording were started early to observe how subjects responded to instructions heard for the first time. Instructions were ''Please copy as precisely as possible, on a one to one scale and in your own time, the drawing which will now be uncovered". A nine-point calibration test was performed before drawing started and a ''wand test" followed the end of drawing. For the latter, a technician moved by hand a marker of 3 mm diameter fixed at the end of a thin rod along the line which had just been drawn while the subject was instructed to follow this target with the eyes. The purpose of the wand test was to check that calibration was providing correct fixation positions when the subject was known to be foveating along the precise line that had just been drawn.
Definitions:
Dwell, or gaze dwell: the period during which a fixation, or series of contiguous fixations, remains in a defined area.
Original dwell: the period during which a fixation, or series of contiguous fixations, remains in the area of the original drawing.
Copy dwell: the period during which a fixation, or series of contiguous fixations, remains in the area of the copy drawing. Dwell ratio: the original dwell duration divided by copy dwell duration. Cycle or dwell cycle: the time elapsed between two consecutive gazes to the original. An average cycle is measured as the quotient of test time divided by the number of original dwells during the time considered. Simple line: a straight or uniformly curved line.
Complex line: a line made up of more than one simple line. Segment: a section of a complex line perceived as a unity and drawn in a single hand movement. Target locking: the eye-hand strategy which consists of maintaining stable fixation on a target position towards which a line is drawn (Tchalenko, 2007) . Virtual target locking: same as target locking when the position is virtual instead of a visible mark (Tchalenko, 2007) . Gaze shift: the redirecting of gaze from the original to the copy or vice-versa.
Experimental results

Drawing accuracy
The first impression gained when comparing the copy drawings to the original was that they fell clearly into two different groups: the experts with near-perfect reproduction and the beginners with far less accurate drawings. I used three specific measurable aspects -overall size, proportion and line shape -to assess more objectively the differences between these groups. For each aspect an error factor was defined as the absolute difference between original and copy expressed as a percentage of the original. The elements measured were: for overall size (H), the distance from neck to the lowest point of the buttocks; for horizontal to vertical proportion (h/v), the distance between the shoulders divided by the distance between neck and buttocks; for vertical to vertical proportion (v/v), the distance between neck and waist divided by the distance between waist and buttocks. Finally, for line shape (S), the 90 mm-long segment representing the right hip-thigh was selected and used as follows: the copy was first enlarged or reduced as per results of (H) and then superposed on the original with the best possible fit allowing for a 1 mm tolerance on either side. The length of line over which coincidence was not obtained was defined as the shape error ( Fig. 1, right) .
Error factors measured in this way provided a means of comparing the accuracy of different copies. For example, with SF ( Fig. 2) and AG (Fig. 6 ), AG differed from the original in overall size by 24% (smaller), in proportions h/v by 17% (greater), v/v 27% (smaller) and in shape of line by 50%. The corresponding error factors for SF were 12%, 2%, 6% and 0%. Using the mean value of all error categories, AG differed from the original by 30% and SF by 6%.
The error measurements showed that the impression of inaccuracy obtained when viewing the beginner copies arose from a combination of the different error factors which varied for each subject ( Fig. 1, left) . This variability made it difficult to establish an accuracy hierarchy between them, although the overall differentiation between experts and beginners within the subjects tested was clear: the mean error for experts ranged from 0% to 6% and for beginners from 15% to 36%. It should also be noted that any significant error in a single category, whether it be size, proportion or shape, is sufficient for the overall drawing to be perceived as inaccurate. In this respect, all subjects in the beginners group had at least one error above 19%. A multivariate analysis showed that the experts were statistically different from the novices (F(4, 8) = 4.48, p = 0.034). Post-hoc t-tests confirmed that on all four measures, the experts' errors were smaller than those of the novices (one-tailed t-tests, unequal variances assumed: H: t(11.8) = 2.14, p = 0.027; h/v: t(10.2) = 2.94, p = 0.007; v/v: t(12.9) = 5.38, p < 0.001; S: t(12.7) = 8.12, p < 0.001).
The observation that all beginners -art students as well as novices -produced appreciable copying errors was unexpected, especially in view of the fact that most of the beginner subjects had previously performed well in a task of drawing simple lines under the same conditions (Tchalenko, 2007) . In these earlier tests they had been instructed verbally to draw straight or curved lines from a point in a given direction or towards another (real or virtual) point. Subjects had found these exercises to be straightforward, and their results had been indistinguishable from those of three experts. The act of copying single simple lines had proved much easier than the present one of copying similar lines assembled in a pictorial array.
Eye-hand interactions observed with experts
Most artists draw from life in one of two ways, either in a single stage by producing straight-away the final drawing, or in two stages by first making preparatory marks to serve as guides to the final drawing. The two stage approach is often referred to as ''blocking in" or ''outlining" and is well known in the teaching of life drawing skills (Speed, 1913) . In our tests we had two experts of each category.
Single stage expert -SF
Drawing was with bold lines committed to the paper one at a time. The resulting figure, drawn in 296 s, conveyed much of the original's tautness and monumentality, even though a few details were not completely matched.
The simplest eye-hand interaction strategy observed with SF was for the drawing of some of the original's more isolated lines, such as the shoulder blade or the right side of the model's back. In the latter case, a first fixation on the original at a1 was followed by a2 on the copy to guide the hand to the pencil's starting point A (Fig. 2) . The eye then returned to the original to trace with the eye the path a3-b1 parallel to the first section of the line to be drawn. This was followed by a fixation b2 on the copy during which the corresponding segment AB was drawn in target locking mode, i.e. with the fixation remaining stable at the end point. The pencil then waited at B while the eye proceeded with fixations c1 on the original and c2 on the copy, followed by the drawing of segment BC in target locking mode during the stable c2 fixation.
1 Throughout the drawing of ABC, the eye's dual role of collecting information on the original and guiding the hand's movement on the copy appeared clearly separated in time and reasonably well-defined in space. The more general eye-hand interaction observed with SF is illustrated in the case of the outer line of the left arm which was used for detailed comparison of all subjects (Fig. 3) . This line was drawn upwards in two strokes or segments: AB, wrist to elbow (included), and BC, elbow to shoulder (included). With the pencil in position at A, the eye first fixated the corresponding region on the original. Drawing of AB took place during the gaze shift a-b1 and the fixation b1. This was followed by a double sequence of gaze shifts (copy-original-copy-original) during which nothing was drawn. BC was started during the second shift b2-c and ended together with the termination of fixation c.
In both these cases drawing started from a previously located point and ended during a stable fixation on the copy. They differed in two respects: for the model's back, drawing started only after the eye had reached the target point on the paper, and for the left arm, the stable fixation during drawing was less obviously located in target locking position on the segment's end point. These two interactions may be considered as variants of a same overall strategy (see Section 4). An additional variant was occasionally observed during the drawing of the longer flowing lines, e.g. the outer boundary of the right leg. Here the drawing action for one segment overlapped with the next segment, the hand slowing down but not stopping between the two.
Two stage expert -SS
SS used the 'outlining' or 'blocking in' technique consisting of a preliminary faint-line drawing followed, without interruption, by the final drawing. The resulting drawing was graphically very accurate. The copy was drawn smaller than the original due to a misunderstanding of the experimenter's instructions; for consistency with all other subjects, it was decided not to interrupt or repeat the test. A second copy made one week later, but not used in our analysis, confirmed near-perfect size reproduction.
The outlining stage SS1, setting up positional markers and directional guides, was drawn rapidly (96 s) compared to the final stage (201 s). Marks were in the form of short lines at key locations where the final lines would start, end or change direction, e.g. the left wrist, elbow and shoulder of the left arm's outer boundary. Directional guides then interconnected consecutive marks with very faint and quasi-linear lines generally drawn without attempting to reproduce precise shape or detail. Some of the outlining marks, e.g. the left buttock and the entire head survived unchanged to become part of the final drawing.
Eye-hand interactions were basically as for SF but less clearly divided between action on the original and action on the copy. The hand did not systematically stop after the drawing of each segment but followed through to the next segment, and movement was often repeated over the future line with the pencil just off the paper before the faint line was eventually drawn. During this time, gaze shifted back and forth between original and copy with actual drawing starting, as for SF, while the eye was still on the original. In the case of the left arm, SS1 and SF strategies were very similar even though SS1 was drawn downward from the shoulder and in 3, instead of 2, segments (Fig. 5, SS1 and SF) .
The final stage, SS2, was drawn with strongly marked lines, making use of the earlier faint lines and systematically referring back to the original before putting down definitive shapes (Fig. 4,  right) . Eye-hand interaction was comparable to SF except that the hand always waited for the eye to return to the copy before starting to draw. Thus for the lower part of the left arm, segment AB was drawn during fixations a-b1 and BC during b2-c. The upper arm was drawn in a similar manner at a later stage. Altogether, the lines drawn during this stage reinforced and added detail to the faint lines made during SS1.
1 The systematic discrepancy of about two degrees between fixation locations and encoded or drawn line is thought to be genuine -see Section 5. 
Experts' segmentation patterns compared
( Fig. 5) shows the experts' segmentation patterns and sequences for the first 14 segments. As there is no independent method of knowing precisely what segment is being isolated and encoded during an original dwell, the assumption made throughout this study is that the segment encoded during an original dwell is the one that was drawn following that dwell.
The different goals of SS's two drawing stages were reflected in their respective segment sequences. During SS1, when the figure's spatial position and size proportions were defined, the sequence started with two counter-clockwise motions around the areas of the upper torso and waist/buttocks (Fig. 5, left) . During SS2, when the final shape of individual lines was determined, the sequence followed specific body elements, such as the left arm, leg, etc.
Although SF worked slightly faster, using at times longer segments, both experts started their final drawings with the model's left arm and both used comparable segmentation partitioning, as did the other two experts, BA and CR. The segmentation criterion used by all four was broadly based on a subdivision into simple lines, i.e. lines of uniform curvature. Small departures from uniformity were frequently incorporated within a segment to make drawing easier. For example, SF in segment 5 added the small curve of the shoulder to the simple line of the upper arm. This feature varied between subjects, as can be seen with SS2 who made the shoulder into a separate simple line segment.
SF copied the entire original in 65 segments (shown on Fig. 3,  right) . SS drew the final stage (SS2) in 59 segments to which should be added 14 segments carried over without change from the outlining stage (SS1). This means that SS used 73 segments to make up the final picture, a count not dissimilar to SF. In a recent review of segmentation research, De Winter and Wagemans (De Winter & Wagemans, 2006) analysed the rules governing the process when the task was one of partitioning an object outline into its salient or important parts. This is essentially a perceptual geometric segmentation. In our case where the task was one of drawing an accurate reproduction, experts proceeded by partitioning the lines into segments convenient to draw. A sharp bend, for example, would be drawn in the same stroke as the segment to which it was attached if this made it easier to draw than using two separate segments drawn in separate strokes. By looking carefully at the original drawing, one can estimate the segmentation pattern and approximate number of segments (70-80) used by Gaudier-Brzesca. It is immediately apparent that his long ink pen strokes were frequently replicated by the experts, suggesting that the segmentation rules for copying were, at least partially, task-specific to the physical action of drawing rather than being solely dependent on the original's geometric shape.
Eye-hand interactions observed with beginners
The two subjects AG and PK will be described to illustrate the most frequent observations made with the beginners tested.
Subject AG, who claimed to have never drawn before, copied the original in 300 s, producing an image smaller than the original despite having understood the instructions specifying a 1/1 scale. Error factors were H 24%, h/v 17%, v/v 27% and S 50%.
The line AB representing the outer contour of the left arm was drawn from shoulder to wrist in 6 consecutive strokes or segments corresponding to six dwell cycles (Fig. 6) . At the end of each stroke the pencil paused as the eye referred back to the original with fixations dispersed over regions only roughly related to the line being drawn. Drawing would then start again after the eye had returned to the copy. Frequently, a succession of short segments was used to depict a uniformly curved simple line.
Subject PK who had some drawing experience, although not in life drawing, worked slowly, taking 324 s for a half-finished copy. The copy was larger than the original, and error factors were H 55%, h/v 22%, v/v 4% and S 50%.
The outer contour of the left arm was drawn as a continuous line during 8 dwell cycles, the pencil slowing down only once at the elbow (Fig. 7) . PK's hand moved uninterruptedly while gaze shifted back and forth between original and copy, with fixations on the original and copy targeted on, or near, the line being encoded or drawn. No line segmentation of any kind could be seen to take place. Observed eye-hand interactions were similar to those recorded in Direct copying tests where original and copy are placed side by side. In Direct copying, gaze shifts result essentially from eye movement alone and drawing accuracy is high, even with beginners . In the present tests, gaze shifts were about 50°requiring both head and eye movements, although it is not known whether this is connected with the low accuracies observed. Furthermore, PK's average original fixation durations were nearly twice the average of all subjects in the previous Direct copying tests (0.428 s compared to 0.235 s .
Examples of both AG and PK behaviours were found with all the beginners tested. Clear segmentation into simple segments occurred only exceptionally and on a local scale. For example, in the case of the outer contour of the left arm, MG drew shoulder to elbow in two segments, but then drew elbow to wrist in eight short lines in the manner of AG.
Interpretation of results
Eye-hand interactions with experts
Original dwell durations, during which visual information was acquired, and copy dwell durations, during which much of the drawing action took place, were markedly different between experts and beginners (Table 1, Fig. 8 ). The expert's shorter original durations (mean 0.437 s instead of 0.949 s) and lower dwell ratios (mean 0.629 instead of 1.941) reflected a strategy of acquiring a precise chunk of information limited to a single segment and spending more time rendering this information onto the paper. In the most general case, the pencil having been placed at the starting point, the process began with one or more fixations on the original close to the segment to be copied. The hand then started drawing blind during the last of these fixations and while the eye moved to the copy. Drawing continued and ended with one or more fixations on the copy near the line being drawn. This sequence of events is consistent with a visual-to-motor transformation taking place and initiated as drawing action during perception of the original. The eye then moved to the copy just in time to guide the hand at the end of the drawing action. In special cases where visual guidance was particularly important, the hand waited at the starting point for the eye to return to the copy before starting to draw. Examples of such visual guidance procedures have been previously demonstrated for the drawing of single simple lines and squares (Tchalenko, 2007) .
In view of these observations, segmentation can be seen as extending the Drawing Hypotheses strategy to the general setting case of copying a complex drawing. Originally postulated for the special cases of Blind and Direct copying tests, the hypothesis states that the drawing of accurate shape is the result of a visuomotor mapping that may be executed directly while perceiving only the original, whereas accurate spatial positioning on the paper requires vision of the drawing surface ). In the general setting case seen here, only the experts were observed to use the Drawing Hypothesis strategy, suggesting that segmentation of complex images into simple lines for drawing was a behaviour acquired through training and practice.
Eye-hand interactions with beginners
With experts, copying was governed by a segmentation process that divided the original into separate simple lines encoded and executed one at a time. Beginners were not observed to adopt such a process even though their eye movements also presented the cyclical alternation between original and copy. Instead, two different eye-hand interactions dominated their approach. In the first, scattered original fixations suggested that encoding was regional rather than specific to the line, the resulting drawing made up of very short lines indicating that the original's simple line segments had not been the basis for partitioning. Drawing accurately is made more difficult with such an approach. In the second interaction, beginners adopted a Direct copying strategy in which the hand draws continuously. But whereas in Direct copying, original and copy are placed side by side, in the present tests they were separated, imposing greater head movements and longer cycle and inter-dwell durations. It is of interest to note that, even in view of the poor accuracies achieved, beginners did not change to a strategy of segmentation into simple lines. Segmentation when copying a complex drawing situated at some distance from the copying surface does not appear to be a natural behaviour with beginners.
Relevance of copying to life drawing
An exploratory investigation was undertaken to assess whether the eye-hand interactions observed during copying could serve as a basis for a study of drawing from a live model. Expert SS and beginner AG were tested drawing a portrait under the same conditions as previously, and the drawing of the nose was used to compare results (Fig. 9) . SS drew in two stages and it is the final stage, labelled SSNose2, that will be considered here. AG drew in a single stage, AGNose (Table 2) .
Comparing eye movement parameters with those recorded during the Gaudier-Brzesca test, a substantial change was observed in the expert's copy dwell durations -a reflection of actual drawing time -which increased by a factor of nearly 3 (Table 2 ). SSNose2 was drawn in four short consecutive segments defining respectively the nose's bridge, main profile, tip and nostril (lines A-D in Fig. 9) . Fixations on the model were single and located precisely on the segment being encoded. On the paper, principal fixations were located on the trace of the drawn line except for several saccades made to the previously drawn eye. AG drew the nose in two sections, bridge to tip and nostril. The first was drawn as a continuous straight line without detail while the eye referred back to the model three times in a pseudo-Direct copy mode. The second, shorter, section was drawn in one stroke. Fixations were numerous, especially on the model, where they scattered over a large region, as they had done when copying the Gaudier-Brzesca drawing.
Altogether, these preliminary results suggest that the cognitive trends observed during copying from a drawing were repeated with the live model. The expert segmented the visual information, captured it rapidly and spent time rendering the drawing, whereas the beginner did not segment, spent a long time capturing the information and only a short time rendering it. The comparison of average dwell ratios (expert 0.2, beginner 2.2) highlighted the ten-fold difference in eye-hand interaction strategy. A systematic investigation of drawing from life is presently in preparation.
Discussion
Fixation locations and segmentation
Although the overall location of fixations in the original and copy dwell regions can be connected respectively with the cognitive phases of information acquisition and drawing execution, the precise location and role of individual fixations are poorly understood. Droll and Hayhoe (Droll & Hayhoe, 2007) have argued that ascribing cognitive processes to individual fixations is particularly difficult with tasks of multiple demands. In the present case, demands include isolating a segment on the original, acquiring its shape and its position characteristics and rendering both shape and spatial location in the form of a new drawing. In our study, fixations were rarely located on the line being encoded or drawn and could be at a distance up to about 5°away. In a study of a sketched portrait, Land (Land, 2006 ) observed a similar location ''error" between fixation points and the beginning or ending of the line being considered on the sitter or drawn on the paper. Land's tests have elements in common with the tests reported here: drawing proceeded segment by segment, decisions about shape and position were seemingly made while the artist's gaze was on the sitter and the eye did not leave the paper until the line In a task where a bar was moved to a target point while avoiding an obstacle on its path, Johansson et al. Johansson, Westling, Backstrom, and Flanagan (2001) found average offsets of 7 mm between fixation position and target location. The hand's action in such an experiment is comparable to that of drawing in target locking mode. The present tests, while not providing an explanation of fixation offset, suggest a context within which the question may eventually be understood. The relative regularity of gaze shift movements previously observed with experts (Tchalenko, Dempere-Marco, Hu, & Yang, 2003) is achieved by anticipating oncoming actions. Thus, in the present tests, SF's hand was in advance of the eye when it started drawing before fixations reached the copy, and SS1's eye was in advance of the hand when it returned to the original before the hand had finished drawing. Furthermore, principal fixations during encoding or execution were commonly located in parafoveal position, i.e. within a 5°diameter, with respect to the corresponding original segment or pencil point. These observations characterise a relatively stable visual environment -the nonchanging original drawing and the very gradually changing copy -providing a stable external framework for the hand's movements. In this context the expert may not require more than parafoveal fixation precision for copying accurately an original line drawing.
Segmentation as a no-memory strategy
By the process of segmentation, the original was progressively subdivided into simple lines, each one immediately executed onto the copy paper. In this way the use of working memory was minimized or even completely avoided. Such a ''just in time" strategy was a deliberate choice by the expert who could have stored in memory and drawn a second segment in continuity with the first, but chose instead to refer back to the original with a new gaze shift cycle. The cost of extra eye and head movements was preferred to the high memory loads presumably required for accurate copying of shape and detail. In exercises where subjects moved small blocks to copy a given pattern, Ballard et al. Ballard et al. (1995) suggested that the task itself might impose a balance point between using changes in gaze to acquire information or storing information in working memory. In similar experiments where the memory load for correct execution of the task could be varied, Droll and Hayhoe (Droll & Hayhoe, 2007) found that the higher the memory load, the more likely subjects would revert to a ''just in time" strategy, even if this required additional eye movements. It would seem that in our copying task the restriction of accuracy excluded altogether the use of memory.
Segmentation as task-specific perception
Expert copying is seen to be founded on the perception of the original as a compilation of simple lines. Such a selective vision is dedicated to producing hand movements for drawing. For most people it is not the natural way of perceiving the external world in everyday activities. For example, when recognizing a person, a nose would be perceived as a facial feature with certain characteristics -big, small, pointed, red, etc. Only an artist drawing the portrait would perceive it as a succession of four consecutive simple lines -a perception allowing direct visuomotor transformation and providing maximum graphic accuracy (Fig. 9) . Like other task-specific strategies, segmenting for drawing not only ''circumscribe(s) the information that needs to be acquired but also allow(s) the visual system to take advantage of the known context to simplify the computation" (Droll, Hayhoe, Triesch, & Sullivan, 2005) .
A number of studies have compared the drawing skills of arttrained and non-art-trained subjects and offered suggestions to account for observed inaccuracies with the latter (Calabrese & Marucci, 2006; Cohen, 2005; Cohen & Bennett, 1997; Kozbelt, 2001; Seeley & Kozbelt, 2008) . A recurring idea in these studies is that what the drawer knows about the subject being drawn somehow interferes with his/her visual perception of what is really there in the external world. Cohen and Bennett (Cohen and Bennett, 1997) devised tests with subjects of differing drawing abilities and concluded that errors in drawing were not due to the artist's motor coordination, decision-making process or misperception of his or her work, but to a ''misperception of the object" based on having information about the appearance of the object differing from its ''actual physical appearance". In a further investigation, Cohen (Cohen, 2005) addressed the question of what subjects who succeed in drawing did differently to those who were less successful. With the help of video film he found that higher gaze frequencies of subjects drawing 10-min portraits from photographs were associated with more accurate drawings (but c.f. Miall and Tchalenko, 2001 , and he postulated that gaze frequency was modulated by ''stimulus interpretation", a notion akin to his ''misperception". However, he also acknowledged that this could not explain how drawing inaccuracies arose.
The results of the drawing tests reported here both contradict and confirm the ''misperception" notion. Instead of a photograph or live model, our art student subjects were given a line drawing and specific instructions to accurately reproduce each line. The notion is contradicted because, under these circumstances, it is unlikely that they used prior information on what a ''typical" left arm seen from the back looked like. The evidence suggests that they attempted to reproduce Gaudier-Brzesca's lines but could only do so with errors of size, proportion and shape. On the other hand, the notion is confirmed because perception of the original, nevertheless, seemed to be at the root of copying inaccuracies. Beginners perceived the original in a way not appropriate for the task of drawing. This made it difficult to transform the external world, even a two-dimensional group of lines, into an accurate reproduction. The instruction often heard in life classes to ''look harder" at the model does not solve the problem unless beginners are also told what to look at -e.g. the shape and position of single simple line segments. Concentrating on segmentation may be thought of as a well-defined abstract task, less likely to divert the beginner into trying to draw what a nose is supposed to look like rather than the geometrical shape out there in the external world.
In summary, when copying a complex drawing, experts and beginners alike subdivided the task into shorter episodes dealing with only a small part of the original drawing at a time. The resulting copies produced by the experts showed a high degree of accuracy whereas those of the beginners all contained inaccuracies of overall scaling, proportion and shape. Our investigation suggests that this was due to the way the original was being subdivided into smaller units. Experts used simple line segments of near uniform curvature whereas beginners used other subdivision criteria. Each simple line segment underwent a visuomotor transformation process and was executed on the paper with the eye's guidance. Segmentation into simple lines thus appeared as a task-specific strategy for moving and guiding the hand to draw an accurate copy of a group of complex lines. Presumably, training and experience had taught experts that such segmentation is the most appropriate method of accurate copying. Exploratory tests suggested that a similar strategy also applied to at least some aspects of drawing a model from life. Further tests, presently in preparation, should confirm or refute whether this is actually the case.
